26

th

CONGRESS 2016

AMSTERDAM 5-6-7 November 2016

MINUTES OF THE 26TH CONGRESS

Saturday 26th Novembre: Morning session:
The morning session of the 2016th Congress
consisted of a series of small group activities.
The details and outcomes of these activities are
summarized on Dropbox and have been emailed
to members17@eap-circuit.
These activities were moderated by Phanos
Amsterdam board chairman Mr. Bas Hoondert,
with French-English interpretation help as
needed from Mrs. Christine Tanguay and Mr.
Patrice Mourre.
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Afternoon session:
1. Opening
Mr. Pablo Cassina reads the opening speech from Mr. Noël Levêque in Noël’s absence.
Interpreted from French into English by Mrs. Christine Tanguay. The speech (FR) is also
available on EAP Dropbox.
2. Roll Call
EAP delegates in attendance:
1. Aarhus (DEN): Mikkel Larsen, Sebastian Skejø
2. Amsterdam (NED): Jonathan Pengel, Wouter Kievit, Jesse de Wit
3. Biella (ITA): Vichy Meliga
4. Budapest (HUN): Tímea Téglássy, David Téglássy
5. Celle Ligure (ITA): Giorgio Ferrando, Giorgio Marrapodi
6. Dour (BEL): Benoit Cheval
7. Genève (SWI): Pablo Cassina, Walter Zecca
8. Hexham (GBR): Richard Hunter
9. Kuldiga (LAT): represented by Riga
10. Leiria (POR): Tatiana Fernandez, Daniela Ferreira
11. Loughborough (GBR): Nick Dakin
12. Namur (BEL): Christian Halloy
13. Nivelles (BEL): Françoise Dethier, Micheline Smeets
14. Palafrugell (ESP): Josep Massa, Sonia Matas
15. Pavia (ITA) : represented by Celle Ligure
16. Riga (LAT): Normunds Pupols
17. Valence (FRA): Nicolas Doumeng, Gilles Sahuc
EAP Candidate:
1. Hoboken - Antwerp (BEL): Leo D’Heu, Patrick Waterschoot.
(Only present on Saturday afternoon session)

Guest presenter
Matteo Amenduni, responsible of sport dicastery of the Celle Ligure Municipality.
Logistics (provided by Phanos Amsterdam)
French-English interprets: Mrs. Christine Tanguay, Mr. Patrice Mourre
Minutes secretary: Mrs. Amelie Mabbutt
There are 17 meetings represented at the 2016 congress, including Pavia and Kuldiga.
Pavia: Celle Ligure represents Pavia today. Pavia notified the Amsterdam organisers in advance of
their absence, due to a general assembly of italian Federation “FIDAL ”.
Kuldiga: Kuldiga (Mrs. Ilze Stukule) contacted the ICC in advance to inform of their absence from
the Congress. Normunds Pupols confirms that Riga will not be an EAP member in 2017.
Mr. Pupols represents Kuldiga and Riga today.
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3. Minutes 2015 Congress
Minutes 2015 (25th EAP Congress of Nivelles) approved without dissent.
The minutes were sent to all members in both French and English to all members at the
end of December 2015.
4. Member Exclusions
Aosta :

Aosta is now three years absent from the EAP Congress. This was discussed
during the 2015 Congress in Nivelles. Per EAP “Rules & Regulations”, Aosta is
hereby excluded from the 2017 circuit.
Decision : No vote necessary.
Aosta is excluded from the EAP Circuit in 2017. They can apply for a 2018
membership at next Congress.
Aosta sent an email to the congress organisers stating that they understand this
consequence.

Donnas :

Donnas claims they did not receive invitation to 2016 Congress. There is
however evidence that they were invited, as the invitation was sent to
“members16@eap-circuit.org”.
Additionally, Donnas still has an unusable facility (track is not usable). Donnas
requests a half EAP membership in 2017. This excludes them from organising a
meeting but permits Donnas athletes to travel to other EAP meetings under the
travel schema. Donnas intends to return to the EAP as a full member in 2018.
Donnas will pay ½ the EAP membership fee for 2017.
Decision : No vote necessary.
Donnas remains a regular member for 2017 even though they do not organise a
meet.

Pavia:

Pavia also requests a ½ membership for 2017.
Decision : No vote necessary.
Pavia remains a regular member for 2017 even though they do not organise a
meet.

Kuldiga :

Kuldiga remains an EAP member in 2017.
Decision : No vote necessary but the Congress requires the participation of the
Kuldiga delegate from next Congress on.

Riga :

Mr. Normunds Pupols reports that LVS Latvian Athletic Associan has analysed
cost versus benefit for Riga Cup. LVS concludes that few Latvian athletes take
advantage of other EAP meetings, thus LAA sees insufficient reason for Riga to
remain in the EAP. Mr. Pupols suggests a possible future EAP youth meeting in
Riga. Mr. Cassina leads discussion to look for solutions to keep Riga in the
circuit. Mr. Pupols will discuss with the LVS.

5. New Candidate Presentation
Leo D’Heu reads a proposal for “HAKI Supercrack 6+ Sprint Festival”, an indoor
meeting to be held 19th February 2017 in Antwerp. Mr. D’Heu has long history
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as an EAP member with previous outdoor meet in Brasschaat and wants to
reintegrate.
HAKI did not follow the correct protocol for submitting a new meeting
proposal. Highlights of past involvement with EAP : Brasschaat, 1993 coorganisers of EAP Congress with Nivelles, always good cooperation and
relationship with City of Antwerp. HAKI President Patrick Waterschoot also here
today for questions and answers.
Discussion : The former Brasschaat meeting held the 2nd best EAP score as a meet ever in
EAP points. However, ICC did not receive the formal new member form with
the needed information to be able to consider HAKI for 2017. Leo D’Heu states
there was misunderstanding ; he did not understand the new application
procedure and thought they could only arrive today, did not realize that they
could have arrived Friday (although they received the same RSVP form as other
members).
Decision : No vote taken, as HAKI did not complete the new candidate procédure and
therefore could not give the ICC the opportunity to evaluate the application
(steps described oin the « Become a member” list). Mr. Cassina proposes that
HAKI invite EAP athletes regardless to its meeting, and that EAP members try to
encourage their athetes to participate at the HAKI indoor meeting in 2017.
Following this year, HAKI may reapply formally for the 2018 circuit.
6. Rules and Regulations
Updated version of Rules and Regulations pending finalisation on Dropbox. This was
proposed by Hermes (Donnas) in italian and was finally translated into French thank to
Elena Marredda (Dour). The purpose of this French version of the updated regulation is to
be proofread by the ICC / EXEC so that it can replace the old one.
Please all the ICC / EXEC to read this document (either in Italian or it French) and to submit
eventual corrections, remarks, observation BEFORE END OF THE YEAR 2016.
7. Guest Presentation of new Celle Ligure facility
Mr. Matteo Amenduni (responsible of the sports dicastery of the municipality of Celle
Ligure) presented the newly renovated track to the EAP members. Multiple improvements
at great cost have been made to the facility. The majority of Celle Ligure is resistant to the
new track, so it is important that the EAP sends its athletes to Celle in order to showcase
track and field to the Celle majority and convince them of the value of their investment.
Mr. Cassina has visited the facility and reinforces that it is much better. Goal is to revive
Celle to where it was in 2002/2003. Mr. Cassina thanks Mr. Giorgio Ferrando for working
hard to give a good EAP meeting despite lack of facility. Giorgio Ferrrando spoke about the
club’s vision for future meetings, especially youth meetings and also for spring training
camps.
8. Scoring of the EAP meets and stats analysis 2016
Mr. Josep Massa presented the EAP statistics from 2016 circuit, globally and also detailing
each organisation, including many interesting data Mr. Massa gives an overview of this
year and compares it with the results of the past (data are avalaible from 2002) although
every country and each meeting has different ways to calculate budgets etc.
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Mr. Cassina emphasized that our goal is to have as many EAP meetings as possible in the
« middle » tier… it is important to have a few « outstanding » meetings in the top tier to
attract a sponsor with quantitative proof that the EAP attracts top performers. However,
our base athlete group leads natually to an IAAF score (all-athletics.com) that aligns with
the red and yellow tier meetings and explains his vision for the EAP strategy in the
following years. The results are also available on Dropbox.

Meeting performance evolution 2002 - 2016:
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9. EAP Calendar 2017
Mr. Josep Massa confirms preliminary meeting dates and events for 2017. The calendar
(subject to regular changes) is already on the EAP website and is as follows :
JANUARY
21 January, Saturday : Kuldiga, "Kuldiga Catherina’s Cup 2017"
th
28 January, Saturday : Amsterdam, "Indoor Amsterdam" (+ possibility for youth athl. on Friday 27 )
FEBRUARY
12 February, Sunday : Dour, "Sprint Festival - Fête du sprint"
MAY
25 May, Thursday : Namur, "21e Atletissima 2017: Grand Prix international d’Athlétisme de Wallonie
Namur Capitale"
27 May, Saturday : Palafrugell, "XXV Meeting Internacional d’Atletisme Palafrugell - Costa Brava"
JUNE
02 June, Friday : Aarhus, "Nordic Challenge"
03 June, Saturday : Budapest, "Budapest Open 2017 - Agoston Schulek Memorial"
10 June, Saturday : Genève, "30th AtletiCAGenève - Memorial Georges Caillat"
17 or 24 June, Saturday : Valence, "Meeting international de Valence"
24 June, Saturday : Nivelles, "Meeting international Lotto de Nivelles"
24 June, Saturday : Biella, "XIII° Meeting internazionale giovanile "Il gomitolo di lana" Trofeo Città di
Biella"
JULY
04 July, Tuesday + 05 July, Wednesday : Boissano (Throws) + Celle Ligure (Races and Jumps + youth
program), "29° Meeting Arcobaleno AtleticaEuropa"
08 and 09 July, Saturday and Sunday : Hexham, "21st International Combined Events Meeting at
Hexham"
22 July, Saturday : Loughborough, "LEAP 2017"
29 July, Saturday + 30 July, Sunday : Leiria, "International Throwing Meeting"
-

10. Expenses Report and Budget 2017
EAP Treasurer Mr. Christian Halloy presented summary of expenses and revenue from
2016. There is a slight surplus, available to spend to renew on marketing materials such as
EAP flags and banners. Mr. Halloy asked members to contact him for EAP promotional
materials or shirts. Membership fees for 2016 are in order. Mr. Halloy notes that the
bookkeeping is open if we would like to see details of where the money is spent
(interpretation from FR-EN by Mrs. Christine Tanguay).
No decision taken on budget for 2017 and is approved by members

11. Tilastopaja and all-athletics account
New access codes to those 2 portals are sent to 2017 members by mail.
12. Open Table Discussion / Miscellanoeus
European Masters Championships 2017 (EMAC 2017) in Aarhus:
Mr. Mikkel Larsen asks that the EAP help promote this event. Contact Mr. Larsen for
information or to connect your athletes. Mr. Larsen will use the EAP banner to promote
the EAP at the championships.
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EAP « mini-league » for U16 athletes :
Mr. Cassina explains that Mr. Vichy Meliga has proposed an initiative to encourage U16
athletes participation in the EAP. Mr. Meliga’s idea is to create a ranking system, using 3
events per EAP meeting for youth, whereby EAP youth can enjoy a mini-league competition
over the course of an EAP season.
Actions :
Mr. Cassina requests and emphasizes that each EAP meeting
attempt to include and promote at least one youth event (EAP
Future).
Mr. Meliga will keep a list of youth performances and records
for the proposed mini-circuit, looking in the archives of the EAP results.
If members keep already a list of U16 records, please send it to Mr. Meliga.
Questions : Mr. Mikkel Larsen asks about reimbursement for EAP youth. Mr. Cassina
explains that youth reimbursement does not have to meet the same standard as for senior
athletes. Homestays for youth EAP athletes are acceptable. Conditions depend on each
organization’s resources but must be clearly communicated to all members at the same
time that they invite to participate.
It is requested that, with respect to the budget, U16 athletes should not considered as
“extra competitors”, but the organizer, when possible and reasonable should provide the
best conditions possible.
13. Key Rules & Regulations to Remember In 2017
- All delegations should use the EAP logo in all digital communication as well as on the
track in the form of strategically placed banners and flags.
- At all EAP meetings, the speaker should speak at minimum French or English in addition
to the local language. The speaker should mention that the meeting is part of the EAP
circuit, following the script provided on Dropbox.
- An EAP meeting is an international meeting, thus each meeting should have a MIX of
international athletes from the circuit. Mr. Cassina encourages members to actively
pursue EAP athletes to participate up to min. 30 days before the meeting.
- Each meeting should have its own webpage or a link to an update page.
- Each meeting should strive to also have facebook, twitter, instagram, snapchat, other
social media. Can use WhatsApp for communication.
Observers :
Each meeting should have at least one observer from the EAP present. This observer needs
to complete the EAP evaluation form and contact both the ICC and the meeting organiser
within seven days following the meeting. Specific observations were not discussed at this
year’s Congress. Mr. Cassina notes that Mrs. Tímea Teglassy travelled to many EAP
meetings in 2016 and per the Rule & Regulations she should have already contacted the
meeting hosts to discuss her observations.
Discussion : Mr. Richard Hunter asks “Who pays for that?”, meaning transport and
accommodation for the observer. Mr. Cassina explains that if you attend as both coach
and observer, then costs will be reimbursed by the organiser, and that this is the ideal
situation. When there’s no coach (or even no delegation), then the travel of an observer is
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paid by the EAP (on the base of the “best reasonable price” and early booking, i.e. 30 days
before the meet). Some debate followed about the inconsistency of cost versus quality.
Travel reimbursement for observers explained in depth. Mr. Hunter still under the
impression that “we don’t really have observers anymore, do we?” Mr. Cassina explains
this is incorrect: 9 to 12 meetings were observed this year even though the procedure id
nots always resepected and clear. The forms are supposed to be filled out by coaches or
participating athletes, in cases where an EAP representative does not travel as one of the
above.
Actions : Mr. Cassina will send a doodle form for scheduling observations. All observers
should submit their observer feedback form to the ICC and the meeting organiser within 7
days of the meeting. The goal is to make our meets improve. Therefore the insactisfactory
points are highlighted and transmitted to the organiser with specific request to correct for
the following years. If this point is important (i.e. concerns something reputed as
fundamnental and/or described in the Rules & Regulations) and not corrected within the 2
following years, then a meeting could be excluded from the EAP.
Five-minute warning : The meeting is ten minutes over the scheduled end time. Minutes secretary
Amelie Mabbutt gives a 5-minute warning.
Livestream : Mr Cassina reminds members to use Livestream when possible, with or
without our previous partner VincoSport. For at least the 5 best meets of the circuit, live
streaming is considered as “mandatory”.
The organiser has to make sure the meet is live broadcasted + archived and permanently
available in Europe (World ?) and not country restricted.
The link to the live broadcast should be communicated / promoted minimum 3 weeks
before the meet. All members should receive the link, sent by mail by the organiser.
Important to communicate Livestream to spectators and ensure that they watch so that we
get views (important for sponsoring opportunities). Geneve has 25k people who access
LiveStream during meeting (using VincoSport). If you use your own country’s company to
livestream, try to ensure that people in other countries can easily watch. Mr. Wouter
Kievit of Amsterdam points out that YouTube works great for this.
Invitation to EAP members : Indoor meetings need to invite other EAP members 45 days
minimum in advance of meeting ; outdoor meetings need to invite 60 days in advance.
Keep pursuing participation, if you do not get responses !
If you use your own registration form, please communicate the link to Mr. Cassina (EAP
webmaster) so that it can be included on the EAP website and also promoted on our social
media. A very important issue is to add a link to the EAP Code of Conduct
(www.eap-circuit.org/rubrique.php3?id_rubrique=311) because one of the
characteristics of the EAP is to fight against addicted athletes and therefore
promote clean athletes in a pro-active way.
14. Communication
Each EAP meet must mention its appartenance to the circuit, both with the logo on all
official publication (paper and digital) and with the link to the website and, ideally,
mentioning what is the circuit and what meets belong to it.
To all press conferences the EAP has to be clearly mentioned.
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We still need a standard (short) sentence in all languages (FR/EN + in local language) to be
mentioned by the speaker 3 times during the meet. This sentence or its long version should
appear on every presentation brochure and sponsor folder.
15. Website and social media
The EAP website, is always updtaed and
all files are archived. Each organisation
ahs his archived section so that all
results, photos and other main
information ermains available and
generate “trafic” on the web.
Integrating all those dates and
promoting the pages on FB / Twitter at
each meet and on each occasion, stats
are quite impressive. During the high
season (June, July), some figures are
near and sometimes over the million of
hits per month or over 17’000 individual
visitors !

16. International EAP meet
An EAP is a "particular" international meet. One of its specificities is the representation of
several countries. At least 6 (European) countries should be competing. Another
particularity is to have minimum 2 EAP delegations with at least 8 athletes.
17. Communication requisites for all EAP meet
Each EAP meet should provide a specific (and updated) meet's website + a FB page and a
twitter account.
18. EAP delegate(s)
The EAP delegate(s) (i.e. the person that will also attend the congress) needs to have a
concrete and main function in the organisation of its meet. He has to ensure availability,
concern, reactivity and action to all requests (minimum those coming from the EAP) at
least during the 2 preceeding months of the competition.
19. Photos
Photos of the meet should be also available for free in decent size (~ 1024 pixels) and
published or linked in at least 3 days-time after the meet + promoted through the FB /
twitter page. The photos should be archived and available all time.
All members should receive the link, sent by mail by the organiser.
20. Results
Results should be published and sent to all members by the organiser within 12 hours after
the end of the meet. (And also available in PDF format).
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21. Closing
Mr. Cassina thanks everybody for their participation and the club of Phanos Amsterdam,
organiser of the 26th Congress specially for their most appreciate and innovative first part
conducted by Amelie Mabbutt and animated by Mr Bas Hoondert, Phanos Amsterdam
board chairman.
it is confirmed that Budapest will host the 27th Congress, next 3-5 November 2017.
See you all next year !

Attached:
Memorandum of the previous year congress (questions, decisions, actions, ToDos)
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MEMORANDUM PREVIOUS CONGRESS (Nivelles 2015)
1. Circuit 2015 :
Observers’ reports and comments :
1. Chambéry : Mr Giorgio Ferrando found that the organization was not good enough
(problems because some hotels were too far away, transport, meals, and slow
schedule) and that there was no international “atmosphere” as the EAP circuit requires
it.
2. Boissano : Mrs Timéa Téglassy: lack of communication in English during the meeting
but warm welcome and good meeting.
3. Kuldiga : Mrs Téglassy: same comments as for Boissano.
4. Aosta : Mrs Téglassy: no calling area, no baskets for the athletes and lack of
communication in English. The EAP circuit was not promoted well enough.
5. Pavia : Mrs Téglassy: lack of translation into English on the track but apparently, the
speaker didn’t let anybody else use the microphone?
6. Geneva : Mrs Téglassy: impeccable !
7. Dour : Mrs Téglassy: Very good welcome, but the meal at the hotel was too slow. Lack
of facilities to warm up and the athletes had to wait in the calling area for a very long
time! The EAP athletes should be mentioned by the announcer during the presentation.
8. Leiria : Mr. Christian Halloy : very professional organization for that throwing event.
No other comments for the other events.
In order to be more efficient, Mr. Cassina proposes that, in the future, the observation
grids should be sent back to the executive committee AND to the organizers of the event
immediately after the meeting (in a maximum of 14 days after).
The observers for 2016 will be selected by the ICC through a file to fill in on dropbox (or
through a doddle).
Too many delegations had already left on Sunday morning.
Summary of Actions (to be taken in 2016):
- Sponsoring of the circuit: as in the past, Mr Diogo Correia agrees to look for a general
sponsor who is not in competition with the current sponsors. A file should be made to
be shown to the possible new sponsors.
- EAP rules update: Mr. Hermes Perott has done it in Italian.
Elena proposes to translate it into French and English. It will then be sent to the
executive committee who will analyse it so that it can be validated at the next congress.
- “Code of Conduct”: Mr Nick Dakin gives everybody a proposal in English. The idea is to
have it signed by each athlete when they first register on-line. It must be translated
into English and into each country’s language. The signature will be valid for a year.
This code should also be added to the file made for the sponsors.
Mr. Dakin will also write a document in case the code would not be respected by an
athlete.
Minutes secretary: Mrs. Amelie Mabbutt, november 2016.
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